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"I am personally offended by this book because my mustache wasn't included. It's hip again to rock full on
facial hair."--Meredith Vieira, The Today ShowIf a guy includes a mustache, it's hands-straight down his
most distinguishable facial feature. (One can't count out Frida Kahlo's creative bigote! This book recognizes
this truth and celebrates the most well-known mustaches--and the faces behind them. From politicians and
ball players to pop stars and actors, this publication covers all of them with wit and humor. And Sweet
'Stache may be the guide for anyone looking to get in on the must-have mustache action. Be it a handlebar,
pencil-slim, fu Manchu, toothbrush, or horseshoe--it's how he's identified and referred to.)In addition, it
includes sidebar lists that rank the top 'staches in all types of categories and also mustache trivia and a
timeline that traces the facial hair's evolution. Nevertheless, I endorse it because I am, and always will be,
a huge fan of Tom Selleck's 'stache. Authors Jon Chattman and Rich Tarantino have provided profiles and
'stache-evaluation for the forty-nine men and one woman who made the lower.
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A fun read, an excellent gag gift for as long you're not seeking for deep philosophical reasons behind
moustaches. Each section provide you with a nice little chunk of information on that person , a whole lot of
which I by no means knew ! which were moustache-themed. He adored it. fun gift I got it simply because
a prize option for my sons party and i desired to add something a grown-up my pick instead of a plaything
and surprisingly enough the kids were arguing more than this book. it had been easy to read and had a lot
of fun facts A "stache" of information ! Great book . Little sections on people with moustaches from pop
tradition . As We said previously, this was part of the hubby's stocking stuffer/gag presents; And all the
best moustache lists are ideal ! Four Stars Fun! fun book it is what it really is. Bought this for my 14 year
old child that is enthusiastic about moustaches, he really loves it! Four Stars Concise and varied history of
mustaches Funny book! Great! We haven't stopped laughing. I flipped through the webpages when I
received it.. Silly and funny Laughed a lot while reading.pretty funny book!. It was fun! Bought the book
simply because a gag gift for a friend which has a ridiculous aversion to undesired facial hair. i found this
publication fun and i believe it would make an excellent gift. my close friends get a kick out of it when they
view it.
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